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OBJECTIVE
Conduct a pilot study to determine potential complications that may arise during a library patron’s
search to find 10 books given their titles (Appendix A) and to identify possible implications of having
various collections in multiple locations.
BACKGROUND
An important aspect of a library’s service is to facilitate easy item retrieval off the shelves. The
foundation for such is ideally comprised of an established order and operation.
The Naval War College library provides multiple resources to patrons to achieve this aim, but has
opportunity to fine-tune their system; recently a summer hire assisted a patron in finding books from
various collections (including the General Collection) that were listed in the patron’s online catalog
print-out. During the search to find the listed items, a few observations were made pertinent to this
pilot study:
v A piece of essential information is not included on the catalog record: whether a library patron
must be accompanied to a collection (due to access issues), or have a book retrieved for him by
a librarian.
v Online information given in the catalog search and what actually exists do not consistently
correlate. While assisting the same patron aforementioned, a government document listed as “in
library” was missing off the shelf.
NOTE: A collection is a group of books normally kept in the same location. Due to the displacement
of book shelves to accommodate student lockers, some books normally kept in the General Collection
were placed in various storage locations on and off site.
PROCEDURE
The pilot study consisted of 3 fundamental steps:
1) Searching the catalog: The researcher first used the online catalog with the advanced search
by title option to locate each book and print out the webpage that includes the title of the book,
call number, collection name, and library status. This information was grouped by collection
name, each identified as a “known1” or “unknown2.”
2) Identifying collection locations: Circulation was queried to identify unknown collection
locations included in the book search. Once all collection locations were known, the researcher
began retrieving books by searching the more familiar collection locations first.
3) Collaborating with library staff: Assistance was available if needed at any time during the
book search, and the researcher was encouraged to request assistance in this pilot study.
Collaboration with the library staff helped the researcher retrieve books faster than on her own.
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1. A known collection location is an area in the library that a patron knows how to access prior to the book search.
2. An unknown collection location is that in which assistance is necessary to locate it.

NOTE: Time was recorded each step of the process individually, as well as entire run time of the field
study.
DATA & ANALYSIS
Search time of each step of the procedure was recorded (Table 1):
Time
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 1: Search Time of Individual Pilot Study Book Search Steps
Time
Task
(min)
15.2
Looking Up Books & Printing Pages
1.1
Identifying the Location of Each Collection
3.5
Searching in Known Locations/Identifying Errors
9.4
Searching in Unknown Locations
3.3
Requesting Books Not In Library
31.1
Total Search Time

v Time 1 represents the time it took to use the advanced search by title page (accessed via the
catalog link off the NWC Library homepage), print, and organize the catalog information.
v Time 2 indicates the researcher’s visit to the Circulation desk in order to locate unknown
collections.
v Time 3 displays the time to retrieve books in assumed to be known collection locations (in this
case, 4 books). This time includes retrieving 3 of the books in the Storage Book Director’s
Outside Hallway collection, and discovering the actual location of the 4th book (listed online as
under the General Collection, but the “JZ” call numbers were discovered to be located in the
Storage Book Cataloging collection).
v Time 4 conveys the time to return to the Circulation desk, request assistance, and be
accompanied to the Storage Book Cataloging collection and the Acquisitions collection
separately to retrieve 5 books.
v Time 5 presents the time to return to the Circulation desk from the Acquisitions collection and
to ask about requesting a book held in the Storage NE Depository.
v Time 6 is the total book search time in completing the pilot study.
There were no complications using the online advance search to look up the 10 books. Circulation was
helpful in identifying where the Storage Book Cataloging and Acquisitions collections of the library
could be found. They were also helpful in notifying that the Storage New England Depository was in
Connecticut, and a book could be requested to be in the NWC library within 3-4 days. (Since this book
was off site, the individual book-shelf search time was marked as “0” as shown in Table 2.)
While searching for books in what the researcher assumed to be known collections (Storage Book
Director’s Outside Hallway and General Collection), she found that “Confronting the Bomb,” call
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number beginning with “JZ” listed under the General Collection area, was actually located in Storage
Book Cataloging. This was arbitrarily determined, without seeking assistance at Circulation or
Reference, by passing a working librarian during the search who offered to help. Once again, this is an
example of how online information does not always correlate with what actually exists.
After finding 3 of the 10 books in the known areas of the library, the researcher returned back to the
Circulation desk to have someone accompany her down to Storage Book Cataloging to find 5 of the 10
books. With Circulation’s help, no difficulties occurred. The librarian then directed the researcher to
the Acquisitions collection, where she had to find another librarian to help her find the book with call
number beginning with “Z.”
Finally, after finding all the books that were held within the library except one, the researcher went to
the Circulation desk a final time to “request” the book held in the Storage NE Depository collection.
Once in a specific collection location (see Appendix B), the actual shelf-search time to find each book
was recorded (shown in Table 2). NOTE: Extended time is included with the shelf-search time if a
book was not found in its presumed location and other measures were taken to find it.
Table 2: Book Shelf-Search Information - Collection and Search Time
Call Number

Book Title

Location

PN4871.G6
TL794.5.A6 1968
KZ6275.M49 2002
JZ5574.W58 2009
JX4511.H21
JX5810.U563 2008
JX3110.F3 I5 1948
JX1251.S8
LB1028.B394 1999

Anchors
Outer Space
The World Court
Confronting the Bomb
The Law of Naval Warfare
Space Law
International Law
International Delusions
Doing Your Research

Storage Book Director's Hallway
Storage Book Director's Hallway
Storage Book Director's Hallway
Storage Book Cataloging
Storage Book Cataloging
Storage Book Cataloging
Storage Book Cataloging
Storage Book Cataloging
Storage NE Depository

Time
(min)
1.7
0.7
0.6
6.0
1.1
1.1
0.7
0.5
0.0

CONCLUSION
The purpose of this pilot study was to examine the book retrieval experience in the NWC library and to
refine a procedure for this activity. Potential book search difficulties that were identified include:
v Lack of or wrong information provided online that can deter a patron from finding a book on
his own.
v Lack of direction to help guide a patron to a collection of interest (longer book retrieval times
may occur due to having various collections in multiple locations, especially those that are
inaccessible).
v The nomenclature of collection titles may be confusing or misleading to a patron who is
unfamiliar with the library.
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v A significance that should be addressed is that prior to the field study, the researcher had some
previous knowledge and familiarity with the library, background information a patron may not
necessarily have as a new student or visitor. Therefore, a repeated study with a student or
visitor serving as the researcher may yield longer search times. Note: some search issues that
may arise to a new student may be reduced by attending Reference New Student Orientation
presentations.
In one instance, online information directed the researcher to a wrong collection (General Collection
instead of Storage Book Cataloging); she would have spent more time searching in the wrong area, if it
was not for a librarian who directed her to the proper collection. This is similar to the government
document case where online, an item was listed as “in library,” but it was not found in its proper
location. A researcher without prior knowledge also would not have known that she needed a librarian
to retrieve books from the Storage Book Cataloging collection. Information found via the catalog
search online should be ample and valid.
The library utilizes a “you are here,” map on the first floor, but causes a patron to rely heavily on
librarians for retrieving books. Not all collections are labeled on the map, and there is no map provided
for the rest of the collections located on the lower floor or offsite.
If a patron attempted to search for a collection location with no direction before requesting assistance,
a longer search time would most likely result. The chances of an extended search time are especially
greater if the collection is located in another building, off site, or if access is granted only to librarians
and those pieces of information are not provided to a patron. Collection title nomenclature may also be
affecting book retrieval times because they do not have a uniform basis. There are titles named after
their relative location (Storage Book Director's Hallway), media type found (Audio Cassette), and
named after people (McNaughton). The nomenclature can be improved pertaining to uniformity among
titles, and therefore make for easier book searching.
A repeated field study should expand its initial data set to include books from all of the 5 main
locations (see Appendix B). The data should track total run time of the field study, as well as the time
between each step in the process (gathering initial information, walk time, shelf search time, etc.).
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NOTE: Here should be Appendix A and Appendix B serving as the 6th and 7th page, but the files
containing that info got deleted unfortunately. All I have is the hard copies that I will leave with you in
your office. It was great working with you! Thanks so much and I wish you well!
-

	
  

Ashley =)
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